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"Pets are common among Canadian households. The
relationship between owners and their pets runs deep,

driving an approach to care akin to that of a parent and
their child."

- Carol Wong-Li, Senior Analyst, Lifestyles and
Leisure

This report looks at the following areas:

• Owners are concerned about ingredients in pet food
• Shouldering more responsibilities increases enjoyment
• Perceived cost of pet care is prohibitive to ownership

As pet owners feel that the benefits of owning a pet far outweigh the work involved, they are often
willing to spontaneously spend discretionary dollars on treats and toys, though their approach to foods
is met with much scrutiny. Events celebrating the emotional bond (eg birthdays or doggie triathlons)
will generate engagement with pet owners.
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Pet care responsibility primarily lies with one individual
Figure 20: Care responsibility, by age and gender, June 2015

Pets bring joy and are worth the effort
Figure 21: Attitudes towards pet ownership (selected statements), June 2015

The benefits of pet ownership are vast
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Figure 22: Pet acquisition, June 2015
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Women and more affluent shoppers will look for age-appropriate products
Figure 24: Agreement with “I tend to buy products that are designed for my pet's age” (any agree), by gender, June 2015

Pet owners shop spontaneously for their pets and seek discounts via email
Figure 25: Attitudes towards pet ownership (selected statements), June 2015

Opportunities abound with women pet owners

The emotional engagement of rewards extends into purchases for pets
Figure 26: Agreement with “I am interested in receiving coupons by email for pet supplies or pet food” (any agree), by age and
gender, June 2015

Veterinarians are the primary source for advice
Figure 27: Attitudes towards pet ownership (selected statements), June 2015

Other sources are considered

Quebecers more inclined to trust celebrity pet experts
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Figure 28: Pet services used or interested in, June 2015
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Pet boarding and sitting services are of interest among affluent dog owners
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Pet health insurance sees interest but cost is prohibitive

Parents are keen on services that add ease
Figure 29: Pet services used or interested in, by parental status, June 2015
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Figure 30: Barriers to pet ownership, June 2015
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